North East NOMMA Chapter Meeting
Saturday December 9th, 2017

Please join us for a meeting to be held at the facilities of La Forge De Style located at 57 Romanelli Avenue – South Hackensack - NJ 07606 (201-488-1955). This company has been a long time NOMMA member, is owned by Dave Gore, and home of very talented craftsmen and extraordinary projects. This meeting is open to all NOMMA members and their employees.

We would like to cover the following topics and within the following hours:

9:30 to 11:00:
- Welcoming – Coffee and pastries - Introduction of the participants
- Chapter latest activities and state of the membership
- The changes in the NOMMA executive organization
- NOMMA at Fabtech
- Metalfab 2018 in Phoenix.
- Objects needed for the NEF auction in Phoenix
- Election of a new chapter president
- Chapter webpage / do we need a newsletter?

11:00 to 12:00:
- The project of training seminars: what the project consists of, what would be taught, the craftsmen involved, the craftsmen needed, the equipment, the places, the cost. Discussion and suggestions.

12:00: Lunch

12:30 to 2:30:
- Curved railing bronze cap rails:
- Forming of an integral lamb tongue
- Flat layout (pre-forming) of a helicoidal cap rail. The theory behind it and the multiple usages.
- Final forming of the bronze cap rail
- Discussion, sharing of other processes used by the participants

Please RSVP to Philippe Fiers
p.fiers@armadillometal.com
201-852-9190